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"NOT AS SEEN"

A group of macho teens looking like cool but dumb dudes are actually exploring and empathetic.

As they see an emo tomboy girl they still address her politely and make sure to gender her right.
They drag down a guy who would make fun of her for not being feminine. Then they discuss
feminism.
The same emo tomboy gets molested is able to run away and the main himbo catches her to
ask what's wrong. She leaves not answering. Several days later the himbo asks again and the
girl speaks up. He says why didn't she tell him or some adult, she says he or others would
blame her. He brings her to their teacher. The teacher asks questions like what did you wear or
how did you act. Himbo reacts as her being female by herself and men can be sometimes dumb
not getting this things if not called out about their sis or mom or wifes but how can it be the
victim's fault.
The MC's one of friends open up being gay, himbo reacts maturely saying no matter whom he
dates he is his friend. And hugs him friendly. Then they talk ab sex, sexuality, and gender
several days later and himbo discovers being heteroromantic asexual.
A neighbor says tomboy to play w/ the girls not boys. A femme grabs tomboy's hand brings her
to basket court with the guys, takes away her shoes and plays with the guys then shows eatsht
finger sign to the woman then continues to play.
At the end group asks why there are only 2 females in their friend group, the main himbo says it
might be some watchers' fault breaking the 4th wall.

The switch gay friend is already dating a shorter nerdy looking kind gay. He has a bottom pan
(already dating too) elder brother, a t/gay trans ftm cousin, and a mtf aroace cousin.
The gay friend's looked after his brother after their parents' death (siblings are the closest
people for a person for him). He is a speaks-his-mind playful jokester who is dating a sweet
nerdy femme looking soft femdom top/pan.

+

"How did you find out about being a gay?"
"It just hit me while observing passerbs and people playing at the park as a teen. How about
you?"
"I watched a straight couple movie and wished to kiss the lead man but like he kissed the lead
woman."
"My schoolmate has already dated three girls. Finding a date is tough for us, isn't it?"
"Would you date a man for the sake of dating?"
"Nope. If I'm going on a date, it will be for love only."


